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Reuse

New PET Range

Model Performance Economy Thrifty
MPC2000/2500/3000 Yes Yes Yes
MPC2030/2050/2550 Yes Yes No
MPC2800/3300 Yes Yes Yes
MPC3001/MPC3501
(CMY only no black)

Yes Yes No

MPC3500/4500 Yes Yes Yes
MPC4000/5000 Yes Yes Yes
MPC4501/5501
(CMY only no black)

Yes Yes No

SPC410/411/420 No Yes No
SPC430/431 No Yes No
SPC811 Yes Yes No
SPC821/822 Yes Yes No

Returning profit to the dealer

Recycle
ECONOMY

OEM cartridge refilled 
using NON-OEM toner

THRIFTY

Black NON-OEM 
cartridge refilled using 

NON-OEM toner

PERFORMANCE

OEM cartridge refilled 
using OEM toner
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Genuinely better

PERFORMANCE

OEM cartridge refilled 
using OEM toner

ABOUT CROWOOD

Crowood remanufactures a wide range of toners and PCU 
units for Printers, Photocopiers and Fax Machines.

We produce three ‘quality’ standards:
Performance  -Contains only OEM Parts
Economy  -OEM carcass with near OEM quality 
    compatible parts (toner, drums etc).
Original  - Genuine OEM branded items
Crowood is a trade only supplier and can ship direct to 
your end user plain label.



For sales call 01865 522192

NEW - MPC3001 / MPC4501 
Colour Drum Modification
Please note the following may invalidate you product 
warranty. No responsibility is accepted for any damage 
to machine, drums or other parts, supplies or processes 
as a result of this information. The below is provided for 
information only and any modification is at your own risk.

There are three main differences between the new 
MPC3001 family of colour PCU’s and the MPC2800 
family black PCU.

The three main differences are:
 1. Holding Pin inside MPC3001 family PCU separation tray
 2. Holding Pin at rear of MPC2800 black PCU
 3. Wiring loom & connector on MPC2800 black PCU

STEP ONE is to remove the pin that is on the PCU separation plate inside the 
copier itself. This is best done with a Dremmel or a heavy duty wire cutter. If you 
are right handed, you may find it easier to remove the toner pump (two screws) 
to make access to the pin plate easier. Take care not to put excessive bend on 
the plate, it needs to be straight when finished. This is a one-time adjustment.

Work smarter and faster

Trim the plate at the 
back of  the colour PCU 
separation plate.

Before After

STEP TWO is to remove the pin at the rear 
of the black MPC2800 PCU. Take care when 
doing this that you do not remove more of the 
plastic framework than necessary as this would 
impare the performance of the drum.

ECONOMY

OEM cartridge refilled 
using NON-OEM toner

THRIFTY

Black NON-OEM 
cartridge refilled using 

NON-OEM toner

PERFORMANCE

OEM cartridge refilled 
using OEM toner

New PET Range

STEP THREE is to swap over the wiring loom and 
grind down the RJ45 style connector, as per the black 

to colour PCU modification on the 
MPC2800 range of drums. Please see 
our separate tutorial on modifying the 
black MPC2800 PCU to fit the colour  
housing if you are unfamiliar with this 
process.
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